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The in-situ exploration using asteroid landers is an attracting idea in the asteroid exploration. As a localization method for these
landers, there have been proposed a conventional method based on the range measurement between the lander and its mothership.
However, this conventional method provides low accuracy localization in the case when the mothership moves only slightly during the
observation. To improve the drawback of the conventional method, we develop it by taking into account the constraints that the lander
exists on the asteroid surface. We express this constraint by using particle filters. According to the simulation results, the proposed
method provides much better performance than the conventional method.
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Nomenclature

ζ or ζ : measurement value (scalar or vector)
w or w : measurement noise (scalar or vector)

X = [X,Y,Z]T : position of lander
x = [x, y, z]T : position of mothership
ẋ = [ẋ, ẏ, ż]T : velocity of mothership

s = [XT , xT , ẋT ]T : state vector
r : norm of x
R : rotation matrix
N : number of particles
n : number of sub-ensembles
σ : standard deviation
Σ : covariance matrix
Nτ : threshold used in PF
mp : parameter of MPF
t : time

Subscripts
rm : range measurement
c : camera
0 : initial
k : time step k

k + 1|k : forecast estimation
k + 1|k + 1 : filtered estimation

1. Introduction

Asteroid exploration has been attracting many space agencies
in the world. The idea of performing the in-situ observation by
the asteroid lander (or rover) has been proposed.1, 2) In order
to exploit the scientific data obtained by the landers, accurate
localization of the asteroid lander is essential. Also, some lan-
ders that have hopping mechanism, such as MINERVA, MIN-
ERVA2, Hedgehog, and MASCOT, have been proposed.1–3) For
these landers accurate localization is necessary for their naviga-
tion.

There have been proposed a method for lander localization
using Kalman Filter based on the range measurement between

the lander and its mothership.4) The key point of this approach
is that the rover is rotating on the spinning asteroid and the
mothership is orbiting around the asteroid. Due to their mo-
tions, there are many different positional relationships between
the lander and mothership as shown in Fig. 1(left). By obtaining
the multilateral information from the different positional rela-
tionships, this method works as same as the GPS and achieves
the accurate localization in all directions, although this method
relies only on one-dimensional measurement.

However, this conventional method does not always work
well. The fairly realistic but difficult situation for this method
is the hovering operation. Unlike the orbiting operation under
strong perturbation, the hovering operation is relatively safe.
Therefore, the hovering operation was chosen as a nominal op-
eration by actual asteroid exploration missions.1, 5) In the hov-
ering operation, the spacecraft keeps its relative position to the
asteroid by periodic delta-V at a distance of 10 to 20 km. The
reason why the conventional method does not work well in this
situation is that the change of the measurement direction of the
lander from the mothership is little during the observation as
shown in Fig. 1(right). Therefore, the localization accuracy of
the directions except the measurable single direction becomes
low. Of course, similar situations occur even in the orbiting
operation if the orbital period is long.

In order to make the conventional method applicable in gen-
eral cases, this paper proposes a filtering method that takes into
account the asteroid shape. The precise asteroid shape can be
obtained as polygonal data, for example, in Hayabusa mission.6)

By considering the constraint that the lander exists on the as-
teroid surface, the localization is considered to converge more
quickly than by the conventional method. Since the probabilis-
tic density function (PDF) of the lander position on the asteroid
surface is highly non-Gaussian, we use the Particle Filter (PF).

To evaluate the superiority of the proposed method over the
conventional method, we performed simulations. The param-
eters of the mothership and asteroid are set to be those of
“Hayabusa 2” and “Ryugu”, respectively, and we assume the
mothership is in the hovering operation. This setting is realistic



Fig. 1. Orbiting operation (left) and hovering operation (right) with range
measurement between the mothership and lander.

Table 1. Physical parameters of Ryugu.9, 10)

Radius ρ 435 m
Gravitational constant µ 32 m3/s2

mean motion n 1.53 × 10−7m/s2

Rotation velocity ω 2.3 × 10−4 rad/s
Spin axis (λecl, βecl) (20◦, 330◦)

because Hayabus 2 actually has 4 landers (or rovers), and they
have function of range measurement between the themselves
and their mothership Hayabusa 2.7)

We begin in Section 2 with an introduction of the dynamics
and observation model of both the lander and mothership. In
Section 3, we describe the proposed method using the PF. We
performed simulation in Section 4, and then compare the per-
formance of proposed and conventional methods.

2. Models

2.1. Motion model
In the following simulations the Hill coordinate system is

used. The origin is set to the center of an asteroid. The x−,
y−, and z−axes are set to be parallel to the direction from the
sun to the asteroid, velocity vector of the asteroid, and angular
momentum vector of the asteroid, respectively. The equation
of motion of a mothership around the asteroid is written as fol-
lows,

ẍ − 2nẏ − 3n2x = − µ
r3 x + asrp

ÿ + 2nẋ = − µ
r3 y (1)

z̈ + n2z = − µ
r3 z

where the surface of the mothership is assumed to always face
toward the sun, hence the solar radiation pressure is exerted
along only the x-axis. asrp is set to be 8.59 × 10−8 m/s2. These
conditions about asrp is set to be the same as Ref. 9). The
equation of motion of the lander on the asteroid are written as
follows,

Xk+1 = R(a, ω∆t)Xk (2)

where R(a, ω∆t) is a rotation matrix around the axis a with the
rotation angle ω∆t. The parameters in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are set
to be those of Ryugu. These physical parameters of Ryugu used
in the following simulations are shown in Table 1. The relative
positions of Ryugu and Earth to the sun and the spin axis are set
by using ephemeris data at November 8th 2018.

2.2. Observation model
In the following simulations, the range measurement and

camera-based asteroid direction measurement are assumed to
be used. The latter one is used for the state estimation of the
mothership. First, the observation equation of range measure-
ment is written as follows,

ζrm = hrm(s) = ||x − X|| + wrm (3)

where wrm is a Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard de-
viation σrm. Second, the observation equation of camera-based
asteroid direction measurement is written as

ζc = hc(s) = [tan−1(x/y), tan−1(
√

x2 + y2/z)]T + wc (4)

where wc is a Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance
matrix Σc = diag(σ2

c , σ
2
c). Equation. (3) and Eq. (4) are set to be

similar to the Ref. 4) and Ref. 11), respectively.

3. Localization method

3.1. Overview
In an actual situation, there is a constraint that the probability

of the lander position is zero other than on the asteroid surface.
On this constraint, the positional PDF of the lander becomes
highly non-Gaussian. In this case, using the PF, which can be
applied to any system, are appropriate.

The basic PF, however, are expected to not work well for
the problem in this paper due to the problem called sample
impoverishment. This problem is caused by repeating resam-
plings in the PF, through which particles converges to only high-
likelihood states and particles become no longer able to approx-
imate the real PDF. This phenomenon becomes remarkable in
the following both cases: when the wide-range distribution ex-
pressed by particles is finally converged to the small-range and
when process noise in the system is small/nothing. In this pa-
per, the initial distribution of the lander spread to a wide range
and converged to the much smaller region. Also, the system in
this paper has no process noise as shown in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).
Thus, in this problem, simply applying PF is not sufficient.

In order to avoid this problem, a sample-impoverishment-
resistant particle filter named Merging Particle Filter (MPF) is
used in the following simulation.8)

3.2. Basic particle filter
The PF is a method that uses many particles to approximate

a PDF. Thus, the PF is applicable to estimation problems with
nonlinear systems and non-Gaussian noise. Consider the sys-
tem as follows,

sk+1 = fk(sk, uk), (5)
ζk = hk(sk,wk). (6)

The algorithm of the PF is divided into the following two
steps: the forecast step and filtering step, which correspond to
the propagation step and the measurement update step of the
Kalman Filter, respectively.

·Forecast step
Forecast means transferring particles according to the state
equation. By using fk, the N particles of the filtered ensemble
at time k, are transferred to particles of the forecast ensemble at
time k + 1, which are expressed as follows,



s(i)
k+1|k = fk(s(i)

k|k, uk) (1 ≤ i ≤ N). (7)

·Filtering step
Filtering step consists of the following two steps. First, calcu-
late the likelihoods of particles {P(zk+1|s(i)

k+1|k)}Ni=1 and compute

∗w(i)
k+1 = w

(i)
k P(ζk+1|s(i)

k+1|k) (1 ≤ i ≤ N). (8)

then regularize them as follows,

w(i)
k+1 =

∗w(i)
k+1∑N

j=1
∗w(i)

k+1

. (1 ≤ i ≤ N) (9)

Next, compute effective sample size Ne f f
12) as follows,

Ne f f =
1∑N

i=1 w
(i)
k+1

2 . (10)

The Ne f f is introduced as a scale measuring how effectively par-
ticles are distributed. Ne f f varies from 1 to N. When Ne f f is 1,
only one particle has a non-zero value, and all other particles
have zero weights. When Ne f f equals to N, weights of all parti-
cles are the same. The larger value Ne f f means that the particles
are effectively distributed to approximate the PDF.

Subsequently, only when Ne f f falls below certain threshold
Nτ, the following procedure is performed: samples particles
{s(i)

k+1|k+1}Ni=1 from {s(i)
k+1|k}Ni=1 with replacement according to the

weights {w(i)
k+1}Ni=1, and then set {w(i)

k+1}Ni=1 to 1. This procedure
is called “resampling”. The essence of this threshold-based al-
gorithm is to avoid sample impoverishment by perform resam-
pling only when Ne f f is smaller value.
3.3. Merging Particle Filter

In order to overcome the sample impoverishment problem,
a modification of the PF named Merging Particle Filter (MPF)
was invented.8) The MPF is one kind of particle filter, and the
only different point between the MPF and the basic PF is in their
resampling procedure. In the MPF-resampling, filtered ensem-
ble is generated by merging the forecast ensemble. This process
keeps diversity of particles and makes the MPF effective for the
sample impoverishment problem.

The resampling step is explained as follows. Assume
that the number of particles to be merged is n. Then sam-
ple N-particles {s(i, j)

k+1|k}Ni=1 with replacement from forecast sub-

ensemble {s(i)
k+1|k}Ni=1. This procedure is performed for n times,

and the sum of the sub-ensemble is {{s(i, j)
k+1|k}Ni=1}nj=1. Note that

each sub-ensemble must be sampled independently. Then, cal-
culate the weighted sum of the n-particles, and make a new par-
ticle of the filtered ensemble, which is expressed as follows:

s(i)
k+1|k+1 =

n∑
j=1

a js
(i, j)
k+1|k, (11)

where weights {a j}nj=1 are chosen to satisfy following equations:

n∑
j=1

a j = 1,
n∑

j=1

a2
j = 1. (12)

Satisfying Eq. (12) provides preservation of the mean and co-
variance of the PDF. By repeating this weighted-summing n
times, the filtered ensemble {s(i)

k+1|k}Ni=1 is generated. For the

merging procedure to make sense, n must be equal or greater
than 3.

When n = 3, setting a weight a1 and inserting it into Eq. (12)
determines a2 and a3 semi-uniquely. In this paper, n is set to
be 3 for simplicity. Hereinafter, a1 is referred to as mp, which
determines the characteristic of the MPF.
3.4. Implementation

The characteristic process in the proposed method is the fol-
lowing: putting each particle on the nearest asteroid surface
(process A). When the asteroid surface is given as polygonal
meshes, placing each particle to the nearest polygonal mesh cor-
responds to process A, for example. As it is clear from Eq. (11),
filtering step of the MPF generates new particles which deviate
from the asteroid surface. In order to satisfy the constraints that
all particles exist on the asteroid surface, the deviated particles
just after processed by Eq. (11) must be reallocated on the sur-
face by process A. In this implementation, the filtered particles
processed by the MPF-resampling and performing process A
deviate from the real PDF. Iterative execution of both processes
completely changes the PDF, which causes false approximation
of the real PDF. In order to deal with this problem, setting Nτ
to a smaller value is effective because this means reducing the
number of the merging-resampling that causes the deviations.
Also, setting mp to be close to 1 is effective to mitigate this de-
viation.13) For this purpose, in the following simulation, we set
Nτ/N to 0.001, mp to 0.9.

Despite the generality of this method, hereinafter the aster-
oid is assumed to be a sphere of radius ρ to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed method in the simple but typical case.
In this case, the following process corresponds to process A,

X(i)
k+1|k+1 → ρ

X(i)
k+1|k+1

||X(i)
k+1|k+1||

, (13)

which means scalar multiplying the vector X(i)
k+1|k+1 so that the

norm becomes asteroid radius ρ.
The likelihood of each particle is computed as a product of

each individual likelihood of measurement that is observable.
The likelihoods of range measurement P(ζrm|s(i)) and of camera
based direction measurement are respectively calculated as

P(ζrm|s(i)) =
1√

2πσ2
rm

exp
{
− (hrm(s(i)) − ζrm)2

2σ2
rm

}
. (14)

and

P(ζc|s(i)) =
1

2π
√
Σc

exp
{
−1

2
(ζc − hc(s(i)))TΣc(ζc − hc(s(i)))

}
.

(15)

4. Simulation

4.1. Simulation parameters
The numerical simulations are performed for the following

three methods, the conventional method based on the Kalman
Filter (method A), the pure extension of the conventional
method by using the MPF (method B), proposed method that
uses the MPF considering the asteroid shape (method C). The
conditions of the range measurement are set to be as follows.
The observation interval is 100s and σrm = 3m, and only when



Fig. 2. Conceptual illustration of the simulations.

the directional angle θ is shorter than 80 deg, the range mea-
surement is performed. θ is the angle between the vector from
the lander to the mothership and the normal vector of the aster-
oid at the lander position. The conditions of the camera based
asteroid direction measurement is set to be as follows: obser-
vation interval is 1800s and σc = 0.1 deg. The parameters σrm

and σc are set to the same as Ref. 4) and Ref.11), respectively.
The initial position and velocity of the mothership are

x0|0 = [−20000, 0, 0]T m (16)

u0|0 = [−∆V, 0, 0]T m/s (17)

where ∆V is set to 0.0034 m/s so that the mothership comes
back to the same height (20km) after 24 hours hovering period.
The hovering altitude 20 km is the same as Hayabusa 2.1) Note
that although the hovering operation in Hayabusa 2 is planned
to be executed on the Earth-asteroid line, the hovering opera-
tion in our simulations is executed on the Sun-asteroid line for
simplicity. The initial estimated position and velocity of the
mothership are

x0 = x0|0 + [100, 100, 100]T m (18)

u0 = u0|0 + [0.1, 0.05, 0.05]T m/s (19)

In the following, we conducted the simulation for two cases.
In case 1, the initial position of the lander is set to be on the
equator of the asteroid. In case 2, the initial position of the
lander set to be on 30 deg latitude location of the asteroid. The
initial positions of the lander in case 1 and 2 are respectively
expressed as follows,

X0 = [−84.4, 89.1,−417.3]T m (20)

and

X0 = [−377.5, 213.1, 36.4]T m. (21)

The initial estimated position of the lander is

X0|0 = R(α, π/4)X0. (22)

The initial particle distribution of the lander position is as-
sumed to follow a Gaussian with mean X0|0 and covariance ma-
trix (diag(X0|0 − X0))2. Since methods B and C use the MPF,
the initial particles are scattered following the Gaussian above.
The particle number of the MPF is set to N = 500000. The

Fig. 3. The error standard deviations of each component of the lander po-
sition in case 1 are calculated by the methods A(red), B(blue), and C(green).
The average values of 20 Monte Carlo trials are plotted.

Fig. 4. The error standard deviations of each component of the lander po-
sition in case 2 are calculated by the methods A(red), B(blue), and C(green).
The average values of 20 Monte Carlo trials are plotted.

value N = 500000 is large. However, it does not become a
problem because the calculation itself is done on the ground in
practical situation. In order to remove variations in the perfor-
mance caused by the noise, the simulations were performed us-
ing Monte Carlo analysis by changing measurement noise for
20 times. The simulations were performed for 24 hours that
equals to the period of the delta-V for hovering. The concep-
tual illustration of the simulations is shown in Fig. 2. Note that
we set the operation day to November 8th 2018 so that the ro-
tation axis of the asteroid is almost parallel to the y-z plane as
shown in Fig. 2.
4.2. Simulation results

Figure 3 shows the comparison of standard deviations of the
localization of the lander calculated by methods A, B, and C in
cases 1. Figure 4 shows the comparison of standard deviations
of the localization of the lander calculated by methods A, B,
and C in cases 2. In both cases, method C provides the highest
localization accuracy, followed in order by methods B and A.
According to Figs. 3 and 4, the difference of the standard devia-
tions in the y- and z-axes between methods A and B is relatively
small, while the difference of those between the methods B and
C is large. This result indicates that the high accuracy localiza-
tion in the y- and z-axes by applying method C is not attributed
to the efficacy of the MPF but to the consideration of the con-
straint of the asteroid surface.

The standard deviations of the localization in the y- and z-
axes calculated by methods A and B take the similar values in
cases 1 and 2. On the other hand, method C provides much bet-
ter accuracy in the y- and z-axes in case 2 than in case 1. This
difference can be explained as follows. When the x-directional
uncertainty by one range measurement is given as ∆x, the ex-
istence region of the lander obtained by that one time range



Fig. 5. The explanation of how method C works.

measurement is shown as the red shaded areas including inside
of the asteroid as shown in Fig. 5. Methods A and B can not
reduce the existence region anymore, while method C can do it.
By considering the constraint that the lander exists on the aster-
oid surface, the existence regions of the lander can be reduced
to the red shaded surface areas as shown in Fig. 5 (bowl shape
for case 1 and onion ring shape for case 2). The red shaded sur-
face areas are rotating around the rotation axis of the asteroid.
Therefore, we can obtain those surfaces from different angles
during the observation. Since, roughly speaking, the final ex-
istence region of lander is determined by the overlapping part
of the surfaces obtained by all range measurements, it is clear
that the overlapped red shaded surface area in case 2 becomes
smaller than that in case 1. These things explain the higher
localization accuracy in case 2 than in case 1. From the discus-
sion above, we can expect that higher accuracy localization of
the lander is achieved by applying method C when the lander
exists in the higher latitude regions.

5. Conclusion

A localization method for asteroid lander from its mothership
have been proposed by a previous research. However, since
this conventional method relies on the changes of the direction
from the mothership to the lander in the orbiting operation of
the mothership, it does not work well in the case when the di-
rectional change is small. One of such cases is the hovering op-
eration that is chosen by Hayabusa and Hayabusa 2 missions as
a nominal operation. In order to make the conventional method
applicable in the general cases, we proposed the improved filter-

ing method that takes into account the constraints that the lander
exists on the asteroid surface. The simulation results show the
superiority of the proposed method over the conventional one
in the hovering operation. Also, the simulation results indicate
that the proposed method demonstrates the superiority over the
conventional method especially when the lander exists in the
high latitude region of the asteroid.
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